, 1 that C(a n )-^L(a n )'->A(a n )\ C(a n ), A(a n ) are respectively the Cesàro and Abel means of the series y^?a w .
The proof of C(an)-*L(a n ) is elementary in nature, but the proof of L(a n )->A(a n ) requires the prime number theorem, and conversely the theorem L(a n )->A(a n ) implies the prime number theorem.
For that reason, it is perhaps interesting to show that for orthogonal series of functions ƒ(#), belonging to Z, 2 , the inclusion of L(a n ) between C(a n ) and A(a n ) follows in completely elementary fashion.
That C(a n )~A (a n ) for orthogonal series of L 2 is a known result of Kaczmarz [2] . Hence it is sufficient to show that L(an)-*C(a n )-In addition, it is further known that C(a n ) is equivalent to the convergence of the partial sums of the orthogonal series S2 n (6) =^jt^k<t>k(0) [3] Therefore, finally, it comes to showing that Lambert summability implies the convergence of the partial sums S2 n (0), in order to prove the theorem.
Let
Write, where To prove convergence almost everywhere in 0, it is sufficient to show
We have
n J a n J a n ** a
Let us consider the convergence of each series separately. 
n J a n J a \Z»+1 1 -X* / ƒ " , ,
where the x appearing in X^+i is 1 -l/2 n , n^ 1. Since (1-2~n) k is a decreasing function of k, JL 2 , (1 -*)**"
2^ Z, * a* -- < 4£ 2 I 2-2 *(l -2-»)"rf* •/o = 4*7(2*+ l)(2* + 2) which is obviously bounded.
Therefore we have proven the convergence of the series, which implies that linin^oo U n (0) =0 almost everywhere in 0, which implies that (15) L{a n ) = lim s&(B) almost everywhere in 6. This is equivalent to what we set out to prove.
